EXTRACT LABS
Extract Labs is a Boulder, Colorado-based full-service hemp extraction lab
offering a proprietary line of boutique CBD-infused products. A one-stop
destination for every CBD need, Extract Labs was founded by a combat veteran,
Craig Henderson, who started the company out of his garage in 2016 after
serving in the U.S. Army. He earned a Master’s of Engineering from the
University of Louisville and gained industry experience while working as a
salesperson and expert instructor in supercritical CO2 extraction. Just two short
years later, the company has grown to employ more than 40 people in its
Colorado headquarters and has recently added a second lab in Louisville, KY.
Recently, Extract Labs was named best hemp extractor by Grow Hemp Colorado
at Indo Expo, the premier cannabis trade show.
Extract Labs is dedicated to
introducing consumers to the lifechanging potential of CBD. The
company prides itself on providing
the purest, highest quality products at
the lowest price point, a promise
made possible by keeping every step
of production in-house.
In keeping with FDA regulations,
Extract Labs does not make specific
claims, but encourages customers to
seek out more information about usage
and benefits from trusted third-party sources.
Extract Lab offers the following product categories, and ships nationwide.
Hemp tinctures -- These are among Extract Labs’ most popular and versatile
products, and they can be used to help both people and animals. Rich in CBD,
they have a base of organic coconut oil and can be taken sublingually or
applied topically. Available in both original, raspberry, banana foster and lemon,
in two different strengths (regular and double strength) and in 15, 30 and 60 ml.
dropper bottles. Extract Labs also makes an exclusive CBG oil featuring a 1:1
ratio of CBG:CBD, available in an original flavor, 1000mg 30ml bottle.
Isolates -- 99% Pure CBD (Cannabidiol) Isolate derived entirely from industrial
hemp oil that was extracted from the mature stalks and stems of the plant.
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Extract Labs Isolates were recognized as “best CBD isolate” at the recent Indo
Expo.
Shatter -- Made with 99% pure CBD Isolate infused with all-natural terpenes of a
variety of different cannabis strains to give the uplifting effects of a sativa strain,
or the mellowing and relaxing effects of an Indica strain. This product has 0%
THC and can be sold in all 50 states. Exists in 10 flavors with different effects,
including Pineapple Express, Girlscout Cookies, Gelato and limited-edition AC
Diesel.
Crumble -- Extract Labs’ terpene infused full spectrum CBD crumble also
contains high levels of CBG, CBN, and other cannabinoids that provide a strong
entourage effect. This crumble contains less than .3% THC and can be sold in all
50 states. Offered in 13 flavors.
Body Care -- Extract Labs’ full spectrum, CBD-rich body care products are made
with a combination of simple, organic ingredients, and are gently whipped
together to preserve the properties of the creams, instead of traditional heating
methods. Choose from Face Cream or Muscle Cream in 1500 mg 2.8 oz tin.

For more information, visit www.extractlabs.com.
For additional press information or questions please reach out to Chloe Licht at
Chloe@lightyearsahead.com or Megan Bennett and
Megan@lightyearsahead.com

